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blood does not clot in human body due to the presence of ?
Currant is ? Vegetable, fruit, tool, machine
Instrument to measure pressure is?
Science of human off springs called? Biology, genetics, eugenesis, none
The lowest layer of atmosphere is?
Water boils at 100° degree at calcius scale, what is boiling point of water on fahrenhiet scale?
Which converts sound energy into mechanical energy? Loudspeaker, microphone, none,
The process which involves both solid phase and liquid phase is called ?
No. Of CO2 in 220gm(a question was like this)
Which one of the following has no roots, flower? Forgot options
Ice looks white because? It reflects all lights, it absorbs all light, it is due to water is white, none
Synonym of Prerogative
Synonym of Decadence
Synonym of Simulate
Antonym of Fatuous
Antonym of Sertorial
Antonym of improvident
NPT stands for?
FOIP stands for?
GATT stands for?
Dayton peace accords was signed to resolve which conflict?
Official name of world bank?
No. Of countries in EU?
15th president of India?
The body to cooperate between federal & provinces is ? CCI
2nd Governor General of Pakistan?
18th amendment deals with?
25th amendments relates with?
In cold war era, official name of west Germany was?
Paris agreement 2015 relates to?
Operation neptune spear was conducted against?
Operation enduring freedom was conducted against?
APS attack took place in?
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Islamiat
Sahibayen means?
Zakat became mandatory in which hijry?
The sahih hadith is ( agreed upon, sahih, compelete, none)
Social boycott of prophet lasted for how many years?
Zakat on silver?
If wife has no children then the share of her in husband’s property will ? ( 1/8th, 1/6th, 1/4th, none)
Which 3rd person accompanied Prophet during migration?
Which wife of the Holy prophet PBUH knew writing & reading?
2nd wife of Prophet PBUH?
Which sahabi is mentioned in the holy Quran?
Whom Hazrat Abu bakr asked to compile the Holy Quran?
Who was the 5th righteous caliph of Hijaz?
New START was signed between?
Cricket diplomacy was introduced by?
For election results to be valid in a constituency, there should be?
A. 10% registered votes of women
B. There should be At least two political parties
C. The winning candidate should secure majority votes
D. None.
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